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native 60mposers. The Yan der Stucken Orchestra of
New York has been chosen for the occasion. There will
be an organ concert on one evening.
The Association during the day will be divided into
different sections, namely, vocal, piano,' organ, theory
and public school. Whether these sessions will be held
at the same time or successively, has not yet been deter¬
mined.
We learn that the honorable secretary, Mr. Chadfield,
of the Society of Professional Musicians of England, will
honor the Association with his presence. It is also inti-'
mated that other English musicians will be present.'
The Academy of Music of Philadelphia will be the
place in which the meetings are to be held. It is a mag¬
nificent hall, with several small halls for the committee
meetings, etc. It is, perhaps, the best place of meeting
the Association has yet had.
The plan of the city, with principal depot and hotels,
will be given in this journal in some later issue. We also
learn that the railroads will offer a deduction to all dele¬
gates attending the meeting, and a circular setting forth
all information regarding this will be issued in due time.
According to the new constitution, all new members
pay $5 for the first year, and associate members $2. The
associate members have no right to vote nor do they re¬
ceive a report of the meeting; whether thqy occupy
the same portion of the hall, is not yet decidedN
We urge very strongly on teachers to identify them¬
selves with the'Association. It is first of all a teachers’
organization. It is under the control of the profession
in whose interest the Association was started.
We desire to see this meeting in July the grandest yet
held. TheA.ssocia^ion has steadily advanced in numbers
and influence until now it reflects pride on the profes¬
sion. Let all those who contemplate attending take the
necessary step to become members. We give the follow¬
ing names of the leading officers:. W. F. Heath, Presi¬
dent, Ft. Wayne, Ind. ; H; S. Perkins, Secretary, 162
State St., Chicago, HI. ; Richard Zeckwer, 1617 Spruce
Street, Philadelphia, Pa., Chairman of Ex. Com.; Calixa
Lavallee, 156 Tremont Street, Boston, Chairman of
Programme Committee.
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Practice

exercises before they go to their day’s workour country teacher, who tries to show himself off by
public exhibitions every two months, usually plays the
masters without the exercise, and is likely to be applauded
for doing so.
Pianoforte students of the present day exhibit
tendency to _ overlook the importance of educating
their musical intellect, in the all-absorbing acquirement
of technic.
.
It is, of course, absolutely essential that the mechanica.
. resources-of tho hand be thoroughly developed, in order
that it may fulfill its duty as the medium whereby the
conception of a composer is promulgated. But this
process should be regarded simply as an indispensable
■ preparatory process, and in later stages of the pupil’s
progress it may be pursued as a separate study. The
interpretation of a classical masterpiece can never be
successfully accomplished, if learned “ by the page ” or
in sections, with the view of mastering each manipulative
difficulty as it arises, by devoting the necessary extra
time to the bars wherein the passage occurs.
1. The composition should first be read mentally as
whole, and the perceptive faculties be thus trained to
thi medium of the eye, instead
realize its effect through the
of the ear ; 2. Its design and construction should then
be carefully analyzed,.including the nature of incidental
manipulative difficulties ; 3. And, lastly, its emotional
significance should be carefully considered.
This .preparatory study should be thorough, and, untL
the design of the composer be penetrated, not one note of
it should be played.
When this has been effected,
however, the pupil may play it through, carefully adopting
a® slow as a tempo as may be necessary; he should then
extract difficult passages for independent technical study
in combination with exercises of a similar character
Having formed a clear conception of. the entire work o,
separate movement, its intellectual reading will gradually
acquire emotional strength -and a distinct ideality, that
constitutes the highest phase of artistic excellence.
The perfect artist becomes sympathetically identified
'with the composer whose thoughts he interprets. He
gives to them-^a tangible existence, and they stand re
vealad, illuminated by the light of the player’s indiyidu
ality,
A great orator masters the inner meaning o/his subject
before dealing with it, knowing that no amount of do
quence will atone for a lack of appreciation of its signifi
cance. In like manner, mere mechanical accuracy is
but one pf the essentials of a great pianist.
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moderately well even, he can become a superior per¬
former by hard work. There is no limit to one’s power
of attainment. The talented pupil must be impressed
with the necessity of hard work, for if he have talent it
is but a message from above, and he is accountable for
its utmost improvement. It is a token from God that by
hard work he can be that one above '& thousand. From
the study of the lives of tne great masters we learn that
it was more by the hardest and longest continued
study, than from genius, that they achieved greatness.
Teach the pupil that he must have every member of
his body, every nerve, and even his thoughts, under the
control of his will, but first he must have a determined
and indomitable control of his will, so that his brain,
nerves, faculties, and the members of his body, will
obey promptly its slightest behests.

Every pupil should rememb
all the great teachers from the
present, that the scholar’s pow
his ability to fix and momen
vided attentions to the work in
critical as to the results of his
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and foremost, Mr. Et
take notice that these criticism
jealousy. We in England hav
at all the same grounds as y
musical periodicals are the o
though they are some of them
The quality of practice is the important point, rather
fact does detract from their in
than quantity. The quality of each moment’s practice
follow one another in rapid su
will decide the grade of attainments when the course
lished by the particular hou
of study is ended. Gaikie says “Our character is but
issues.
Though one knows,
the stamp on our souls of the free choice of good and
perfectly fair and unbiassed,
evil we have made through life.” And as truly the
it is well known nothing of
musicianship of the pupil is fixed by the constant quality
j great grievance is that we hav
of practice; and this is stilLfurther illustrated by the fol¬
as pianists, as pianoforte teach
lowing : The Duke of Wellington revisiting Eaton,
we might exchange views and
where he received his early education, pointed to the
on knotty points which are c
playgrounds and said: “There the battle of Waterloo
the course of our work. Thi
was won.” It.was in his student life that.he established
for Americans;. and. hence w
the habit of overcoming all difficulties that made the
I said before, a little jealous ;
victory at Waterloo possible. He allowed nothing to
only we got the chance, to fi
discourage him.
_ •
Do not you think, for one t
There are_thousands of dabblers in music but only a have too much in you ? Possi
few good musicians' It is the quality of each moment’s is so much larger than our li
practice that decides for life one’s musical destiny. To longer than with us, so that p
be more than ordinary, one. has to make much of small your paper. Daylight is, pe
things, and to constantly do perfect work, even in the you; fog not so omnipresent;
smallest details.
to read small type. But I a
Do not sit too long at the piano—about an hour at a here. Only the other day
time is enough—-to practice too long at once is very ex' “ Well, I take the Etude, but
hausting. Have your faculties and nerves in subjection read much of it; for one thin
to the will, and keep in that condition .while at the in: for another, there is too much
First

I have a very large class, and have been at my wit’s
end to teach just what he produced ; in fact, I have been
using just such studies with the assistance of an Hektograph, but have found it takes too much time.
Max Brownold.

We are pleased to hear gratifying reports of the favor
with which “Musical Studies at Home” has been
received by the general public. Miss Harvey assures us
that she receives letters from all over the country asking
questions about the book, or containing generous words
of appreciation. She believes that she is accomplishing
precisely- what, she set out to do—to reach the sincere
and aspiring, but cnmttsical, and bring, not music down
to them, but them up to music. Some one must break
ground for the high-grade teacher, and sow the seeds of
true appreciation of classical music.
We have just issued the second edition of Howe’s
“Instructor for Piano.” The success of this work has been
remarkable. It has many features to recommend it. It
is modern, interesting and not expensive. If you have
any beginners to start in music, try this book. It will be
not only a change, but, in most cases, an improvement.
We offer for 25 subscriptions at full rate, a Teehnicon,
a five octave Practice Clavier for 50, and seven octave
one for 60. Besides this a Life. Subscription can be
gained for 25 subscriptions. These are all liberal offers
and are an inducement to work for The Etude, which
generally gives satisfaction wherever it goes.- To any
subscriber that wishes to form a club, we will, on appli¬
cation, send a bundle of sample copies, with blanks, etc.
The Strelezki Studies, for development of style, ex¬
pression and technique,‘will be ready during\he month
of March. We print a few,of them in this issue, from
which can be.learned the style of them.. The first boob
only will now be issued. It will contain ten studies, five
of which are for technique and five for style arid ex¬
pression. The price of the first book will be $1.25.
The offer to sell them for 25 cents will hold good during
March. Send in your order.
■'

._

_

-

.

TXT" ANTED.-—An experienced Organist (member of the
’T
A.
practically and theoretically thoroughly
educated musician, familiar with the training of adult
and boys’ voices in chorus-classes, desires a church
position in some Western or Northern city, where he
would alsoifind a field for teaching.
Correspondence solicited with churches having organs
with at least two manuals and full pedal-board of 2J
octaves. Address, Paul Goerner, Oharrihersbutg, Pa.
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harmony itself suggest the due expression, which is no
The German nation is possessed of inn
expression of ordinary, human emotions, but of man’s painstaking work, and patient waitin
highest aspirations; their greater works are domes, recognition be long deferred;—Add to
Gothic cathedrals; they are that music which Goethe had
dients the requisite talent, and a Beethov
in his mind when he called architecture frozen mnsic!
Wagner, or a Brahms may be the re
But the more we approach our own days, the more
come assumes, before and above every
liberty and scope is left to individuality" and subjective
one shall cultivate self-criticism so
conception; in fact some of our contemporary composers
persistently, through hearing, and th
seem to say: 1 ‘ Here I give you some ideas, now make
acquaintance with good works, that eac
somethings: .of them I ’
These pieces executed on an
he considered as a stepping stone to
inferior instrument, with inferior technique and no im¬
When self-satisfaction takes possessio
agination, are nothing; but everything on an excellent
ceases.
instrument, played .with skillful technique, beautiful
To sum up the situation, the German
variety of touch and tone, with elevated, poetical fancy,
level workers, are born and bred in the
with intense feeling and passion ! Those who in Europe
mnsic, and develop naturally.
and also in America represent this “ new school ” are
We are volatile and our early S
so numerous that a few names must here suffice:
usually anything rather than artistic.
Reinecke, Rheinberger, Hiller, I. Seiss, Kwast, G.
quite apt to so hasten the maturity of
Schumann, Gruenfeld, Heymann, W. Berger, C. Richter,
has not time to attain fall development.
H. Huber, de Wilm, Winterberg, Gurlitt, Yolkmann,
This is done by the unwise exag
Haberbier, Gade, Kjerulf, Sjoegren, E. Grieg, A. Jensen,
importance of each successive accomp
Henselt, Raff, Rubinstein, Godard, L. Schytte, Saint
should really be regarded, as I have s
Saens, Brassin, Dupont, Dvorak, Tshaikowski, Sigisas a stepping stone to a higher level. T
mund Noskowski, Maurice Moszkowski, the two Scharsubstituting personality for art, is inva
wenkas, Paderewski, Max Vogrich, Br. 0. Klein, Wilson
instead of the oak, that might have bee
G. Smith, Pratt, Bargiel, McDowell, etc,.
the readers of The Etude will not
Sometimes I receive new pupils who seem to have lost
all interest in mnsic, or never, to have had it; who are category of Americans who think they
very bad and careless readers,, slovenly and remiss in their country; but I should"'like to h
me with having observed alland expe
their practicing. Then I give them some of the above
described music, not too difficult.; some melodious the situation.
We have no reason to feel dishea
etudes by Schytte or Gurlitt or Haberbier; some pieces
by S. Noskowski, C. Richter, Volkmann, G. Schumann, culture is becoming much more genera
etc. ; nine times out of ten they at once change for the ’’bjen as Mason, Mills, S. P. Warren, M
better; they will indeed say: “ This music is very hard, Paine and others of their ilk.
We do not want the mnch-talked
very uncommon ; I have never played anything like that
before.” That1-is exactly what is the trouble andwhy school,” for absolutely great music k
this;kind of music is a sure remedy; because the pupils We want to work, hope and wait. So
had formerly been satiated with trivial music, nothing have the honor of producing a music
but common-place, self-suggesting melodies, harmonies niche in the temple of fame, a musician
and rhythms, cheap effects, of all of which they grew a ‘ period,1 like Schumann or Wagner.
sick and tired, without being aware of it' themselves.
Berlin Dec. 21th, 1888.
But now their curiosity and attention are aroused and
engaged; a new interest is created and kept alive,
dormant faculties will wake one by one, imagination and
—The pupil cannot be taught too so
enthusiasm kindle!
not a mere tinkling and jingling. He o
# We cannot ignore contemporary pianoforte composi aware betimes of the meaning—i. e.,
tion and almost exclude it from x^&r teaching and con other contents—of what he plays or h
cert programmes ; we o&hnot jclose our eyes-to the fact For that reason songs that do justice t
that a largej momentous addition has been, and is con¬ genuinely characteristic pieces like Sch
tinually being, made to pianoforte music.
Without of Childhood ” and “ Album for the Y
prejudice, we must make ourselves familiar with all good immense educational value, I will no
composers extant and look out for the appearance of music—of which there is a good deal—
others on the musical horizon 1
little soul in it—of'which there is ev

R. O.
demanded by the music itself.
Ans.—Dussek is pronounced very much like Doossek,
Ques.—What is rhythm ?
Are
and he was born at Czaslau, Bohemia, February 9, 1761.
time used synonymously ? Will
We cannot undertake to spell Dvorak phonetically, comprehensive and simple answer
1 though Worchak is suggestive of its proper pronunciation. years would understand ?—M. R.
Ans.—Accent is a relatively gre
Ques. 8.—What is the meaning of solfeggio ■?—Miss
given
to certain notes, or tones, th
S. R. O.
Ans.—The use of the syllables Do, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, what more prominent than the o
La, Si, Do in singing. Do has taken the place of Ut, among which they stand; and wh
originally used, and still retained by the French, both in at regular divisions (on the first o
solfeggios and to denote our musical letter C.
every three, or of every four, etc
Ques. 4.—How should the sextuplet be played ? * * Hence, rhythm is the regular recu
* * i8 the accent the same as in triplets ? If so, is word rhythm also refers to the va
the sextuplet false?—Miss S. R. O.
combinations of the counts in any
Ans.—Properly the sextuplet should be regarded as leading one to speak of certain m
three times two notes, not as two times three, the latter ple rhythm in contradistinction to
being merely two consecutive groups of triplets. But a or elaborate, rhythm.
Heller’s
group of six notes may properly have a 6 over it, which¬ Rhythm and Expression illustrate
ever of the foregoing is intended, if the six are to fill the of the word.
place of four of the same nominal value, although a little
As to your second query regardin
care in writing and in engraving the first of a series rhythm and time, they should nev
of such groups would save perplexity by showing ably. Indeed, there are compara
whether the groups were to be two threes, or three twos. speaking of time in music. One
The importance of this "distinction will be appreciated in ous forms of rhythm, as duple, qu
playing the first study in Carl Mayer, Op. 119, Bk. 1, also of various tempi, as a rapid
where either construction of these groups of six notes is etc.; likewise of the movement of
possible throughout, but where the evident character of . which expressions would the word
the music suggests two threes most emphatically.
'
Above all things, never be guilty
Ques. 6.—Is the pedal to be used in staccato passages ? time,” which is both absurd and
—Miss S. R. O.
—
ably no one, form of rhythm is m
Ans.—Very frequently, yes.—A Staccato touch with
any other. The time of a piece is
the damper pedal held, gives a tone both crisp and sus¬ pression to be used, as this mig
tained, as no other way of playing can do ; and this ap¬ counts, the movement, to (he yea
plies, of course, "Ssmueb to soft passages as to loud.
even to the length of time require
Ques. 6.—Please tell me the sharps in the key of G Even the word measure is perhap
sharp major.—Miss S. R. O.
Z-'
used with reference to the rhyth
Ans.—It is the audible equivalent for A flat major, nontuple measure, etc.; though
and has eight sharps, including F double sharp, which is by no means so legitimate an exp
regarded as two sharps (the old way of writing a double is the word rhythm. ■
5 sharp being to place two single sharps at the left of a
Ques.—-Will you please answ
note). While no one now represents the key of G sharp, the following questions :■—
major, by means of a signature, it not infrequently occurs
1. When two notes are slurred
as a transient modulation in instrumental music.1' Gen¬ longer, should the first be accent

small pupils to use the pedal on a pianoforte ? Ofltimes
I want them to, but if they do, their position at the piano
is so bad that I am inclined to wait until they grow. If
you know of anything, is it practical? Please state
cost and where it can be obtained.
W. M. S.
Ans.—We have known of elevated pedals that could
be fastened to the usual pianoforte pedals, and that then
stood high enough to be reached by the foot of a child;
but, though they answered the desired purpose, these high
pedals have never come into general use, nor do we
know where they could be procured. Indeed, it is doubt¬
ful if young players should be permitted to use the
pedals, for even older people make sad work with them,
calling one “the loud pedal,” and using it as though
loudness were iis real effect, whereas, all degrees of force
are regulated by the touch alone. When people'Iearn
the wide difference between fullness and force, some of
this foolish misuse of the pedal will disappear.
Ques.—I have heard the grace notes in Chopin’s Noc¬
turne, Op. 37, No. 1, played in different ways : will you
please state in The Etude, for the benefit of numerous
readers, with what notes in the bass the grace notes are
struck, taking,' for example, measures,-one, five, six and
ten ;_also measures nineteen,.thirty-two and thirty-eight ?
Is there any general rule for .playing grace notes- in the
works of Chopin ? If not, why not ?
Enquirer.

A. ns.- You probably begin counting with the first
entire measure, as an incomplete measure begins this
Nocturne. According to that, in measure one, the grace
_notes are merely an inverted turn and -begin with the
bass note. In measure five they form arpeggioed chords
and end as the bass note enters—that is, the large note to
which they lead comes exactly with the bass note below
it. In measure six, the large note, following the grace
notes comes with the bass, the small notes taking their
slight rhythmic value from what precedes ; and this is
also the case at the tenth, nineteenth and thirty-first (?)
measures.
In the thirty-eighth measure they form
another broken chord, the highest note of which comes
with the bass. ■ as. ' •
There is no rule for grace notes in Chopin’s music un¬
like that for all grace notes ; and no one rule covers all
examples. In general, a single grace note,-known as an
acciaccatura, comes with the note opposite in the other

mended itself to the multitude.
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ambition is to wield power, the t
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that such sordid and selfish so
beautiful sentiment. But that o
in this hue and cry and help
most charming and beautiful in l
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In the face of all this ridicule,
heavenly souls have risen infinit
“ common-sense ” neighbors; a
live and labor in the world of
sense ” insisted on keeping the
forever in sight; and the world a
tion of the all-absorbing question
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destiny for humanity; they exa
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gards its mode or form of activity, and to assist in
securing absolute concentration of this energy in indi¬
vidual channels. On the part of the child this must be
at first simple and in keeping with its childish experience
and may partake of more of an intellectual than emo¬
tional character. No subject is so neglected as this.
Great .execution in the form of expressing a large
number of pitches within a given moment, and great
power absorb the whole attention, arid the result is that
Mozart, Schumann, Schubert, Bach, Beethoven, must
all have the same “ heroic ” tone. Usually this degener¬
ates into a brutal and coarse tone. But herein lies the
most subtle distinction between the masters, and between
the individual works of the same master. Any intelli¬
gent man can distinguish the peculiar forms of the
phrase-thought of Beethoven, and the forms of intensity,
but may utterly fail to perceive the differences of depth
and breadth and color in the lines. A dead and a
glossy black are two wholly distinct ideas. The blues.
'Mjf Fra Angelica no one ever has, or probably ever will,
equal. But the qualities and color of tone of Haydn,
Schubert, Schumann, Beethoven, are not less character¬
istic of th,e men. And nothing but this qualitative
concept ean^ever differentiate the qualitative forms of
muscular activity-.^ The gradations are too fine to be
conceived of in any'other way. The result of the appli¬
cation of qualitative study is to be seen in pliancy and
elasticity of muscle and eli
ration of extraneous nerv¬
ous energy. ‘ Here, too, the idea^of unity of tonal form
through the relationship of contrasting color must bring
with it the synthesis of its nervous expression. That is,
we do notrhave a series of individualized forins pf motion,
but an aesthetic unity arising from the relationships of
such forms. Here, -too, the difficulty ofYjie student-lies,
not with the motions or muscular efforts, but in the powerto conceive tone forms of any considerable complexity
of color.' The forms of muscular activity will keep pace
with those of the intellectual and emotional power, and
only by working from thought as the causal base can the
external be differentiated in its forms of activity. No
amount of external means of differentiation can give
any due to the feeling for tonal color. We come now;
to the third division
TECHNIC" OF INTENSITY.

Great force would seem to be the first desideratum
with the inventors of royal roads to pianoforte playing.
And while they talk glibly of “expressive touch,” they
really have in mind the idea of intensity mainly, mere
brute force. The muscles must bd strengthened. Yes I
but how ? What shall be the basis of that development ?

Can mere volitional effort in raising or pulling down dead
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the thought of the inter
phrase will be externa
certainly as a geometri
in its expression as it
demonstrator.
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physical activity.
Rh
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power is seen in its b
intensity..
Many teachers have
accentuated rhythmic
Mason, asserting that it
If they will analyze the
find that he had not
equality of forms. Th
tone of greatest intensi
an accentuation, a thi
tones of the form wer
equality. They will al
failure to conceive per
rhythmic effect of each
had not governed the in
the duration of muscula
mental picture of thes
result will be perfectly
■\Temporal relations h
the^tejjhnic of color t
staccato:\
■
The secret'of the di
development really lie
bility of the majority o
a number of ideas into
of as a whole is yet o
outlines.
This inability may b
or grasp. It may be b
has been begun too late
degree of perfection. O
may arise from the fac
for various arid sundry
pr logical stepr ia the p

the real difficulty is the

In order to secure a reposeful performance of this piece th

all the melodic ideas, and in -comparatively good time. Seco
niment, especially when they come upon the half beat, as

one would lay a sleeping babe Jji the cradle. Third, the pe

the chords with theii; basses, in such a manner that the e
imperceptibly pulsated im‘rhythm.
a) The hand must permit the keys to be raised just far enough
b) Chords as soft as possible.

c) These F’s In the upper voice are part of the accompanimen

d) The melodic idea commenced two measures ago, in the alt
6) The D flat" of the phrase which begins here may be struck
Matthews Phrasing II.
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f)
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The melody in the bass must sound out vig-orously.

g) Be sure to manage the pedal in such a way as to connet
_

5

!'

The.transposition of these notes, to the other hands, found

While it assists finishing the old phrase, it materially inte
._3fatthaws-Phra8ing-JI—-
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-
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duce the melodies and harmonies whi
does not make it unnecessary for you
time just as patiently, as do others, t
branches of study. Your gift of musi
exceedingly valuable, but it cannot ser
for culture. You must do an infinite
ding ; with all your talent, your wor
But talent only makes work easier. I
unnecessary because you have unusua
question the genuineness of your talen
when genius prompts it. It is the ge
likely to work himself to death. Moz
but the poison was that genius which
body until no more work was possible
equally, as foolish to throw away your t
build up something great by working
tions. There is a story of a little girl w
Gounod is credited with saying that no one should ception was so acute, and whose mem
play unless he is really an artist. It is hard to believe that she found no difficulty in reprodu
that he ever made any such an observation; if he did, it ber of the best harmonies and melodi
is very likely that he meant, to use the term artist in some heard. She was so fond of music, an
unusual sense. There are aome^few conceited village piano-playing, that her friends decide
piano-pounders, who have so long be 1 flattered by their advantages of a musical education. S
local admirers that they have come to believe themselves-|(-city and placed in charge of a promin
to be•“ artists,” who might be guilty of making just such what was her disappointment to learn
an assertion.But it is hardly possible that Gounod could doing an irreparable injury to herself
make such a silly remark in earnest. The sentiment iXj habit of “ playing by ear.” The teac
too absurd to merit a rebuke, and unworthy of notice but cessary, first of all, to crush all the lov
for the fact that some people are disposed to adopt what the child, if possible. She was forbid
they conceive to be the views of. great men, it matters, was started on the mpst uninteresting c
not how irrational these views may be.
studies of the most unmusical nature we
It is just in the line of this same sentiment—indeed, it lum ; she was discouraged, because he
is the logical result-of just such teaching—that some was being starved, and finally she aba
should consider it wicked to play anything less exalted of music with disgust. Her teacher t
than Bach. If there is any occasion to compromise with the talent whieh his pupil possessed, a
the world; if it is done for the sake of elevating others; on something else. She had a mus
if the conscience is clear and the motives are sure; if which the noblest superstructure might
good judgment is exercised,-and faithful effort put forth— Not only a grand emotional structure,
you have nothing to-dose by meeting your fellow-man intellectual culture might have been
half-way, but everything-to gain. The musician must the girl actually possessed. But the
remember that hiB missiop is not different from that of build on the rational faculties, which w

purposes,” with the world. They have very decided
opinions, it is true, but they shrink from making them¬
selves disagreeable. They are modest, and unobtrusive,
and in many respects admirable, but they are not able to
resist the current of pppular sentiment. Such musicians
ought to ponder well the epigram ; attributed to the poet
Whittier, in which he urges the man who would aspire
to real greatness, to earnestly espouse some noble and
worthy cause which is exceedingly unpopular. It was by
this means that the poet achieved much of his own
greatness.
Therefore, if it be painful to you to disregard public
opinion (and it is painful to any well-regulated soul), yet
consider if it is not your imperative duty to endure this
ordeal for the public welfare.

more firmly in a horizontal pla
of us to do it in.
Ques. 4.—Is not technical facility and execution, after keyboard, and the fingers mov
all, more a matter of mind and brains rather than their own joints, juBt as lightly
muscle ? and are highly developed muscular fingers,' mind thinks the rapid runs o
hands and wrists, while, of course, desirable, so essen¬
tial to good piano playing as most pianists suppose ? That instance, or one of Mason’s v
is to say, would not a scholar who possesses an intelli¬ cissimo scale, pp, in 32d notes.
gent, thinking mind and a “good head,” who has only and the mechanical represent
been developing his muscles a year or so (and that as far different. This matter is discu
.as muscles themselves are concerned ought to develop
them pretty effectually—it would in almost any other topic “ Velocity.” It is also t
branch of muscular development, such as rowing, run¬ school in the same work.
ning, Foxing, wrestling or any other form of athletic
Now the sooner the young
exercise), play better and more correctly than one who velocity never comes out of slow
has spent years in developing and perfecting his muscular
apparatus, but who has not so “ good a head ” and who the sooner he will be able to g
cannot guide and direct his finger on to the right keys,— toward something better.
•tostrike the right key at exactly the proper time?
3. In answer to the second
The . matter has been presented to me with much tinctly, there is such a thing a
force lately by observing and listening to successful
pianists,—that good piano playing is more a matter of To discuss this fully would tak
brains and mind than muscle, and not so much a differ¬ to go at this time. * Suffice it
ence unhands or muscular, development, however de¬ kinds of study, indispensabl
sirable in itself this matter might be, as some pianists slow I mean, as defined in Mas
suppose. It seems to me that it ought to be a study more
of now mind can in- the best manner guide and direct to leave a moment of repose b
the!fingers on the keyboard rather than all our outside one idea, tone, or touch, and
appliances and inventions that have been brought to our fast I mean, as fast as the mu
notice in the last few years, wonderful and ingenious as ceed each other in order to p
they arm
•
I would like very much for my own benefit, as weft as, by the composer. In slow pr
I hope, for others, tohave these four questions discussed side and the mechanical sid
very generally among the teachers and readerihof The trained in music thinking, in al
Etude, so as to try, if such a thing is possible, to-get at a musical phantasy already ex
the one best way of accomplishing the most beneficial
results in-the shortest space of time, in acquiring tech¬ ment of original genius. Al
nical facility, rapidity, clearness and correctness. Yery harmonic and melodic, have t
sincerely yours,
.
nics. There are brain appar
■ Teacher.
ordinating and enjoying each
I do not propose to preempt the ground in going impressions, separately and
through the form of answering the questions categori- rother, as we find them in ton
cally, although the decided form of my replies might in almost all cases, for the stu
seem like it. The subject is still just as open to dis¬ he can think fast. It is the t
cussion, and to a complete^ traversing of my positions, this kind of mental developm
as if I had written nothing whatever upon it. So much happen to know, I think Mr.
in favor of a free field to all readers and teachers in doing this logically and scie
The Etude.
-!**
from slow to fast thinking is
1. There is no one right and best way of playing the a gradual acceleration of the

" F.* VL','-U ' t$ 1

which do not have in them the elements of good music
If you will take two pupils of intermediate grade, and
cause one of them to study pieces by Liszt, in exactly
the same manner that Cramer and dementi exercises
are usually studied, then have them memorize them and
work them up for effect; take the other through the
usual course of sonatinas and 6tudes, and at the end of
six months compare their style of playing, you will see
that some things might have been done as well as others.
Boldness and daring are necessary qualities in playing.
I will add further, that in my opinion all the higher
qualities of the most advanced piano playing of the pres¬
ent time are more thoroughly foreseen in Mason’s Sys:
tern of technics, and foundations for them laid early, than
in any or all others that I have examined.
[For The Etude.]

MUSICAL BLUNDERS.
BY EUGENE THAYER, MUS. DOO._

Blunder Forty-Sixth.— To give abbreviations in
letters of inquiry. You may know what is meant by
St. Law, Co., but it sounds so suspiciously like St. Law¬
rence Co. that one is in doubt where to mail an answer.
I suppose Sar. Co. means Saratoga County, but^eally do
not know which. A similar blunder is in using merely
local names instead of the U. S. name' of the postoffice. I have this moment had the tenth or twelfth
letter returned from the dead letter office, all addressed
to a young lady in Ohio, at some post-office which is not
on the list of-U. S.„offices. She doubtless believes that
I have not the ordinary etiquette to answer her very^
courteous inquiries. Either she gave a name only known
locally, or her handwriting was so bad that I have mis¬
read it. Writing letters don’t seem to have mucheto do
with music, but a poor letter, or the discourtesy of a
non-reply, renders it impossible for ns to assist each
other in many useful ways. If you have made inquiries
which have been promptly answered, do at least give the

• w ■

echnical development: I have
fore, but the point is so import
daily mention. Of all the peo
you only hear of those who a
them. Those who fail are so
mention the fact, except unde
| same reason that singing is h
i mi j cc • ** j i
are killed off m the prelimin
extra strong ones can survive.
Blunder Fiftieth.—To go
out consecration. Nothing c
comment on this point. If yo
you would call it a piece of g
at the outset the assistance an
derbilt ; and call that a tower
insure success. You are not
but into a much larger place cal
cure at the outset the assistance
It costs you only a very small

assured you cannot succeed wi
patient and kind and merciful
If you have not made this con
___, j.
sun roll the heavens before yo
i you owe all!
-*._Work
Work is not man’s punishm
his strength, his glory and his
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Technical Excellence more quickly attained
TT7HE physical changes or developments
-*■
in the anatomical mechanism neces¬
sitated by the technical demands of piano
playing, and for the production of which
so much monotonous exercise at the key¬
board is necessary, can now be attained
in a more economical manner, by means
of the Technicon, a scientific Hand Gym¬
nasium, founded upon physiological prin¬
ciples, involving results of the greatest
importance to piano teachers.
The profligate expenditure of time (as
compared with results obtained) on tech¬
nical exercises at the piano, as also the
severe wear and tear upon the nerves and
upon the piano itself, can now be avoided,
and greater results be rapidly produced
by means of this more direct treatment of
the anatomical details.
-A specific exercise is provided for each
muscle or set of muscles involved in
piano playing, and in going through this

PRICES.—In Black Walnut, $22.50.

in Mahogany, $27.00.

N. B.—-Important Work for Pianists.—The mechanism of the hand and air in analy
muscles are brought into action for each particular movement of the arm, wrist or fing
which should be kept quiescent, for producing the movements involved at the keyboard.
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Advice to Young Stude
By ALBERT
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1617 SPRUCE STREET,
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MUSICAL GAME.

ALLEGRANDO.
Instruction and Pleasure Combined.
A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME.
This game consists of cards, on which the different notes and rests
are printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed among
the players, the cards are played iu succession and added together as
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached, when it
counts one for the person who played the last card and completed the
whole note. Thi» gives a general idea only. Full directions, with
rules for a number of different‘games, tables showing the notes, rests,
keys, Ac., accompany the game.
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Yiolin, or any pother instil
ment; those who slngvthoae who wish to read music faster: in fact, all
who are interested In music, need this charming game.
It teaches the value of notes and rests.
The names of the notes.
The various keys In which music is written.
The different kinds of time._..
Practice in musical fractions.
The easiest way to learn to read music.
Yop learn, while playing an interesting game.
It Is readily learned, even by children. .
Time devoted-to playing this gsune is not wasted, as in most games.
A splendid game for evening parties.
A nevi departure—entirely unlike any other game.
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even if not
musicians themselves.
Interesting to old and' young, beginners and advanced alike.
Those intending to study music will find it to their advantage to play
this game a while before beginning leftsons
Price,

50

Cents.

Address Publisher,

THEO.

PRESSER,

1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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(Second Edition.)
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1208 Ann Street, Parkersburg, West Virginia.
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“Classic

HENRY F. MILLER & SONS'

FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN.
(With extra Violin p

PIANO COMPANY,
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BOSTON.
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pastime.
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Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass.
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WERNER’S VOICE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Human Voice in all its Phases.

-A Practical Guide for the Restoring, the Culti¬
vating and the Preserving of the Voice.
ZVE2Y SINOEB ANB.EVZRY TEACHES 07 SIHOIHO SHOHLB HAVE IT
Werner’s Voice for 1889 will be Better and Brighter
more Complete and more Practical, Larger in Size and
Larger in Circulation, with Increased Capital and
Enlarged Scope, and with Greater Attention to Analvsis and Criticism,

§1.50 A YEAR; 15 CTS. A NUMBER.
Mention The Etude, and Send for Full Prospectus and Sample Copy
Address the Editor and Proprietor,

£D6AR S. WERNER,
No. 148 UNVERSITY PLACE,. NEW YORK.

ANDANTE AND MARC
ANGEL’S SERENADE
AYE MARIA..
CONFIDENCE. .
GIPSEY DANCE,,,.4
INTERMEZZO.
MEDITATION
MENUETT
MENUETT
MENUETTO...............
NIGHT SONG....
NOCTURNE .'.. .7
PAVANE, LA....
P1ZZICATX (Sylvia)
PRIERE, LA...
REVERIE....
ROMANCE.
ROMAN
ROMANZA,..
SERENADE....
SERENADE.....
SERENAD
SERENATA..
SPRING’S AWAKENING.
TRAUMEBIE...

Price, in Boards, includin
“ Cloth,
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Tapper, Thomas, Jr. The North
Wind and the Pine. Grade IV.

26

Tapper, Thomas, Jr. As the Poet
Sits by the Fireside. Grade IV...

25

901.

Tapper, Thomas, Jr. In the Twi¬
light. Grade IV.

902.

Tapper, Thomas, Jr.
Gavotte.
Grade IV....
• The set of pieces is called “From My Sketch Book.”
They are highly characteristic—Mr Tapper is strik¬
ingly original in all his work, and in this set he has
put forth his best effort. Those who desire music by
American composers will find these-pieces good rep¬
resentatives. Many are giving concerts made up
solely of music by American writers. This is com¬
mendable. Nothing will do more to encourage native
talent than this. All the pieces of this ana the fol¬
lowing set are excellent for public performance.

903.

Clark, Helen A.
Grade IV.

904.

Clark, Helen A. Idleness.
Grade III....

A work of the greatest importance t
mony and the pianoforte. There is
this kind in our language, and we ar
26 occupy a distinguished place in our
education. It takes she pupil over the
harmony. All the rules are covered i
25/ most varied kind, to be played at the p
good preparation for the art of compos
sationycalcnlated te incite the studen
duction. The work will help greatly
young musician’s difficult task regard
study of harmony.

THEO. PRESS

Publisher,

1704

Certainty.
30
26

Clark, Helen A. Unrest.
Grade IV.

15

Clark, Helen, A.. Out Seeking.
Grade IV..

25

907.

Clark, Helen A. Joyous Hope.
Grade IV.

SO

908.

Clark, Helen A,

905.
906.

Complete....

This set forms what is called “Ideal Pictures,”
(Musterbilder). A set or suite of exquisite tone pic¬
tures in the Schumann type, and well worthy of the
attention of ail lovers of refined art.

909.

Bach, J. S. Gavotte and Bouree'
in G. Grade V.............
Two attractive and instructive little pieces.
edited by Franc Kullak.

910.

.

\

26

Well

Bachman, G. Les Sylphes’
Valse. Grade III...

Godard, B. Op. 83.
Grade V....

DACTYLI

1
FOR PIANO STUDEN
A new invention of great practical value and r
Player.

: 90

60
To
To
To
To
To

This piece has grown immensely popular, princi¬
pally on account of the easy, graceful movement. It
has no “catchy” places, and will give pleasure .to
those not highly developed in music.-

911

Price 75 Cents in Paper; Sl.00

Au Matin.

Godard has become deservedly fashionable with
pianists. He is a strong writer in all styles of compo¬
sition. Although a violinist his reputation is based
on his piano compositions and songs. Au Matifii is
perhaps one of his beat efforts.

60
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Pocket Metronome. 2
Whys and Wherefores in Music,. 2_
Practical Harmony, Ritter. 2
“I’ll Sing yon a Little Song” (engraving), 2
New Lessons in Harmony,. 3
Music Polio and Roll,....
. 3
Instruction Book, Piano or Organ,..... 3
Piano Teaching, LeConppey,... 3
Spengler’s Technic,. 3
Lessons in Musical History, Fillmore,. 4
Musical Study at Home, Harvey,..
4
Etude, one year,..
4
Pianoforte Music, Fillmore,... 4
How to Understand Music, either vol¬
ume, Mathews,... 6
Dactylion.. 7
Album of Photographs of Great Masters, 8
Maelzel Metronome (by express),....10
Tecbnicon (by express)............,....25
Five- octave Practice- Clavier (by express) ,50
Seven-octave
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GRAND PREMIUM.

MTLETB lit QUART

AN UPRIGHT PIANO.

By M. L. BARTLET

The publisher will send a new upright piano
to the party sending the largest number of•
subscribers between December 15th, 1888, and•_
June 15th, 1889.
1. .Names of those who desire to try for this
premium must be recorded, and mention made>
each time subscriptions are sent in, so that proper
credit can be given.
2, The regular premiums will also be given to
those competing for the”Grand preinium. The
Grand premium is considered an extra premium
for the one sending in the. largest number of
subscribers.

A collection of nevrSacred and Secu
book of Gems. Singing Clubs and So
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